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Abstract 

 
Ti-6Al-4V is a grade 5 titanium alloy commonly used in aerospace applications for its admirable properties. 

Conventional forming of this metal alloy in aircraft parts greatly utilizes mechanical forces, with some incorporation 

of hot forming. This serves as a traditional forming method that can be further improved to reduce cost, time, and 

effort in aircraft manufacturing. Laser beam forming, also known as laser bending or thermal bending, is a non-

conventional manufacturing process that suggests to be more accurate than dominantly mechanical forming 

processes. Laser bending is accomplished by the introduction of thermal stress on samples of sheet metal. A laser 

scans specific areas of the sample in linear successions inducing heat to deform and shape the sample. Before this 

process is to become a manufacturing standard it must first be understood what side effects are attributed to this 

process if any. In this study, the properties of laser beam formed Ti-6Al-4V were tested such as hardness and 

microstructure with varying laser power. The results of the hardness testing suggest that the laser beam forming 

process does change the hardness of Ti-6Al-4V. Furthermore, study of the microstructure reinforces the hardness 

results with some common trends. The conclusion of this study will help establish laser beam forming is an 

acceptable manufacturing process in aircraft production. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Titanium alloys are a very desirable material in the manufacturing and production of aircraft components. Like 

aluminum, titanium is attractively strong for its weight. [1] This strength to weight ratio proves useful due to the fact 

that aircrafts components are subject to high aerodynamic forces but are still light enough not to weigh the aircraft 

down. Ti-6Al-4V specifically, makes up for fifty percent of all titanium alloys used in aircrafts. [2] Furthermore, 

aircrafts like the Boeing 737-800 have an estimated eight-teen metric ton of Ti-6Al-4V. [2] Appreciating the extent 

that this metal alloy is used, it would be highly beneficial to explore the changes (if any) due to this new laser beam 

forming technique. Air travel is a very popular form of transportation used by many people. With these many lives 

subject to safety the Federal Aviation Administration put in place strict policies before any aircraft is able to fly. 

With safety being the ultimate factor, an airplane must meet very specific tolerances. Any deviation is practically 

deemed unsuitable for flying. With these strict parameters it is worth discovering new processes that can perform at 

an optimal level consistently. The standard forming technique for aircraft parts is hot forming. [3] Components of 

the wing such as the spars and ribs are even mechanically formed which use hundreds of tons of pressure. Studies 

suggest laser beam forming is a more accurate forming process over mechanical as the object being deformed is not 

reposition and experiences little to no spring back. There are variations from the resulting bend angle due to 

differences in material properties from one work piece to another.  This variation affects the spring back of the part 

during unloading and affects the accuracy. [4] Laser beam forming experiences little to no spring back due to the 

stress applied is thermal and no unloading of external forces. Therefore, laser beam forming suggests a more 

accurate forming method than its mechanical counterpart. This is only one of a myriad of potential benefits this 

forming process can have towards manufacturing aircrafts parts. 



 

 

2. BACKGROUND: 

 
Forming is the process through which stresses are used to plastically deform metals and non-metals into a desired 

shape or structure. To successfully induce plastic deformation, the applied stress must be greater than the yield 

strength and less than the fracture strength of the given material.  

   Two methods are currently being employed for metal forming: mechanical and thermo-mechanical. Mechanical 

forming is also known as a conventional, contact method for metal forming as it involves the direct application of 

physical forces to the metal through the use of dies and presses, and the resulting mechanical properties for most 

industrial metals are well known. Common processes associated with metal forming include rolling, forging, 

extrusion and drawing, and, depending on the temperature, can be referred to as hot- or cold-working efforts. [5] 

Thermo-mechanical forming, on the other hand, is a novel forming method that involves the application of heat to a 

metal in an effort to induce a thermal gradient and cause bending, via the resulting compressive and tensile stresses. 

The two main processes associated with thermo-mechanical forming include flame-working and laser beam 

forming; the more recent having been developed from the latter. Over time, laser beam forming has come to replace 

flame-working in the automotive and shipbuilding industries as it allows for more controlled shaping. [6]  

 

2.1 laser beam forming 

 
Laser beam forming (LBF), is a non-contact and non-conventional forming method that uses a CO2 or ND:YAG 

laser to selectively apply heat at discrete points along the material surface and foster a thermal gradient through the 

material’s thickness. The heat causes the material to expand, inducing compressive and tensile stresses along the 

thermal gradient, which increase upon removal of the laser from the material as it attempts to regain its most stable 

configuration. In order for the material to bend permanently, the compressive and tensile stresses in the material 

must exceed the yield strength. [3] [7] Figure 1 presents a schematic of the laser beam forming technique.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Laser beam forming system schematic. [8] 

 

 While it remains a relatively new technology, LBF has found extensive applications in the automotive, aerospace, 

microelectronics and ship-building industries as it allows for more streamlined and controlled part production, in 

comparison to mechanical forming.
16

 The process flexibility and automation potential afforded by this technology 

also allow it to be used in low volume production, rapid prototyping and sheet metal adjustment/alignment. The 

elimination of expensive dies and presses from processing dramatically decreases the production costs associated 

with such processes. [9] [10] Further, the laser systems used have the capacity to be used in brazing, cladding, 

welding, hardening and soldering. [11]  

   Light metal alloys, in particular, are formed using LBF. The high coefficient of thermal expansion in metals such 

as titanium, aluminum and magnesium allows for appreciable deformation upon laser beam application. The 

temperature gradient formed in the sheet metal causes the metal to expand non-uniformly resulting in the application 

of non-uniform stresses that allow complex geometric shapes and small parts to be produced without direct contact. 

The minimal contact nature of this method leads to spring back reduction and eliminates the need for melting the 



material which, in turn, improves the forming accuracy and mechanical strength of the metal, respectively. [12] [13] 

[14] This research serves to evaluate laser beam forming as an alternative to mechanical forming to improve the 

accuracy, precision and specificity aircraft components, by looking at how the metal characteristics are altered by 

the application of the laser.  

 

3. LASER BEAM FORMING IN AIRCRAFTS: 

 

3.1 wingtip devices 

 
One application that laser beam forming can have on aircraft parts are the components of winglets. Winglets are one 

type of wing extension device attached to the end of a fixed wing aircraft for the purpose of improving lift and 

lessen drag. The Boeing Company is on such company that uses these winglets on many of their commercial 

airplanes. Some include the Boeing Business Jet, and 737-600/-700/-800/-900 models. [15] These winglets emerged 

in order to improve flight capabilities. Now many commercial planes can be seen with these iconic extension 

devices. 

 

3.1.1 blended winglets 

 
Blended Winglets are one type of winglet patented and invented by Dr. Louis B. Gratzer . These winglets differ in 

that they are upward-swept extensions with a defined radius. Other winglets have a sharp or even sometimes abrupt 

change where the wing tip ends and the winglet is attached. This blended winglet design now produced by Aviation 

Partners Boeing seem more favorable. The vortex produced by the relative wind coming off the edge of the wing is 

displaced upward away from the airplane, thus reducing the drag the vortex creates by moving it away from the 

center of gravity. With the winglets being more swept they can carry that air upward more effectively and smoothly. 

[16] Laser beam forming is meant to form metals by bending them with a certain curvature. This process is 

conceptually perfect for this application. Laser beam forming suggests more accurate bending angles since the metal 

that is being formed is not repositioned or experiences no spring back.  

   These extensions have a gross-mileage improvement around four to five percent and saves the 737-800 five 

percent of fuel. One thing to notice is that these improvements are considerably under ten percent but Boeing is 

excited and is planning to incorporate more winglets on almost all their aircrafts. [16] [17] This is due to the large 

scale that these commercial airplanes encamp. From design to testing, manufacturing, and production, millions of 

dollars and components are put into making just one aircraft. Improving the design, testing method, or for this 

study’s interest, “a manufacturing process”, will greatly benefit the overall production of such commercial airplanes.  

 

3.2 laser beam forming eliminating dies 

 
Another benefit laser beam forming proposes on aircraft production is the elimination of dies. Dies are essentially 

molds that guide sheet metal to a certain shape to be stamped. This is the traditional method for forming airplane 

wing ribs. A die with a specific airfoil shape is chosen then the rib material is placed on top (aluminum) and a stamp 

presses the material over the edges of the die creating the desired shape. This goes back to the spring back potential 

each stamp brings. As the stamp applies tons of force for the plastic deformation, every rib will not be identical. 

With laser beam forming there is little to no spring back for samples and no dies are required. The thermal stress is 

the only force causing the material to bend and is more accurate than mechanical stress. 

  

4. METHODOLOGY: 

 

4.1 sample acquisition:  
 

Four laser beam formed and two parent material Ti-64 samples were supplied by Dr. Esther Akinlabi of the 

University of Johannesburg, South Africa from her research at the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research - 

National Laser Centre (CSIR-NLC) in Pretoria, South Africa. All samples acquired were casted and cut into 90 mm 

by 30 mm by 1 mm rectangular plates, prior to forming. Each laser beam formed sample was labeled with, and 

accompanied by a sheet detailing, the related laser parameters. Of these the four laser beam formed and one parent 

material was used in this study. 



 

4.1.1 laser details: 

 
Four of the six acquired samples were formed at the CSIR-NLC in Pretoria, South Africa using a 4.4 kW Nd: YAG 

laser system-Rofin DY 044. The laser system included a fast axial gas flow, radio frequency excitation and stable 

optical cavity, in addition to an infrared light with a 1.06 µm wavelength. Argon gas was used for shielding and 

cooling. The gas coolant flow rate through the laser head was varied. A 315 mm focal length mirror was used to 

focus the laser beam onto each sample.   

 

4.1.2 forming parameters: 

 
The forming parameters controlled in this research were the beam diameter, gas flow rate, laser speed and number of 

irradiation scans. The single, varied parameter was the laser power, which grew in increments of 200 W, starting at 

600 W and over four samples. Table 1, below, presents the parameters considered and their values, as appropriate.   

 

Table 1. Laser beam forming parameters. 

Forming Parameter Value 

Beam Diameter 12 mm 

Gas Flow Rate 15 L/min 

Laser Speed 0.05 m/min 

Number of Irradiation Scans 7 

Laser Power 600, 800, 1000, 1200 W 

 

4.2 hardness: 

 
Hardness is defined as a material’s resistance to permanent shape change. Since the four laser beam formed samples 

all experienced plastic deformation, they all underwent some permanent shape change. Measuring the hardness will 

prove beneficial in that the resistance of shape change can be studied to determine whether or not the four samples 

have become more or less resistant to permanent shape change.  

 

4.2.1 hardness measuring technique: 

 
The hardness of the five samples was taken using a Wilson Industries Rockwell Hardness Testing Machine. This 

machine works by measuring the permanent indention of a particular penetrator. The indenter is lowered on the 

positioned sample and applies a preload of specific force. This is then zeroed out and the major load is applied from 

the preload position. After a predetermined amount of time, the major load is released and returns to the preload 

position. The indentation depth between the preload and major load is then converted into a hardness number. The 

15T scale (which uses a minor load of 3 kilograms, a major load of 15 kilograms, and a 1/16 ball as a penetrator) 

was chosen due to the thin nature of all samples. Due to the different areas of the laser beam formed samples, special 

positioning was used to obtain accurate readings. Some areas were scanned by the laser, others were not, and others 

indirectly. These areas coined “zones”, were subdivided and sectioned with a marker, approximately five millimeter 

by five millimeters, represented by the black lines. Three test results were taken in each area vertically, across the 

span of the regions. Figure 2 below illustrates these regions below: 

 



 
Figure 2: Laser Beam grid system  

(Red=Laser scanned, Yellow=indirectly scanned, Gray=Unaffected) 

(If this document is printed without color the zones are as follows:  

Dark=laser scanned, White/light gray= indirectly scanned, Gray=Unaffected) 

 

4.3 microstructure analysis: 

 
The microstructure of a metal is referred as the most important characteristic of that metal. The microstructure 

displays the orientation of that metal’s grain structure and grain boundaries. Understanding these grain orientations 

as the laser beam forming process increases in wattage will exhibit any prominent or subtle changes on a molecular 

level.  
 

4.3.1 cutting of samples: 
 

Before the sample’s microstructure can be examined many preparations must first be completed. Each of which are 

crucial for an optimum analysis of the microstructure. The first is cutting of the samples into smaller subsamples to 

be examined. All four of the laser beam formed samples and parent material were cut into five by fifteen millimeters 

rectangles using an Omax water-jet cutting machine. A water jet cutting machine was chosen in order to avoid any 

excess thermal stress on the already thermal bent samples. Previous research attempted microstructure analysis; 

however those samples were cut using an EDM. Upon microscopy regions were displayed which were most likely 

parts of the sample that were melted. The Omax water-jet cutting machine works by pushes out water and sediment 

(sand) with great force. It uses forty-eight thousand pounds of pressure per square inch, a fourteen-thousands of an 

inch diameter hole, and a velocity of that almost twice as fast as the speed of sound to cut metal. Each sample took 

approximately four to six seconds to cut. 

 

4.3.2 mounting: 
 

The five sub-samples were then mounted using a Buehler Simplimet Automatic Press 1000. This machine encases 

samples of metal for microstructure analysis in a material that is similar to plastic. The samples were placed on a 

platform that lowers and the plastic (in powder form) is added on top and around it. The top is then lowered and is 

sealed shut. All sub-samples were placed on the platform cross-section down. Meaning, only the cross-section will 

be exposed after mounting. This was done in order to study the many “zones” were the laser scanned, did not scan, 

and indirectly affected. The parameters for the machine are as follows: 

 

Heat time-1:50 minutes Cool time-11:00 minutes 

Pressure-4000psi  Heat-350F 

Mold size-1.5in 

 

All samples were mounted successfully. 

 

 

 



4.3.3 grinding and polishing 
 

Grinding and polishing are two separate steps to remove the plastic deformation left behind by any cutting process 

to obtain a flat, mirror finished surface for microscope viewing. The machine used for this study was the Buehler 

EcoMet 3000 variable speed grinder and polisher. The exchange of different grade sand papers and 

grinding/polishing solutions makes it begin as a grinder but as the process continues, becomes a polisher. All five 

samples and one “dummy” sample was placed to fill the loading tray. The machine ran with thirty-six pounds of 

force, six pounds of force for each sample. Various speeds and speed times were used until desired finish. All five 

samples were polished to a near perfect mirror finish. 

 

4.3.4 etching: 

 
Etching is the last preparation step before microstructure analysis. An acid, known as an etchant is used to eat away 

at the grain connection sites. Once these are removed, the grain structure crystals can be seen under a microscope via 

microscopy. The etchant used for Ti-6Al-4V was the Oxalic acid reagent, which is composed of, oxalic acid 

dehydrate, hydrofluoric acid, and water. Previous research suggests this is the only effective etchant to reveal the 

grain structures. Etching took approximately four seconds. 

    

5. Data: 

 

5.1 hardness statistical analysis: 
Once the hardness of the three zones was recorded, the results were interpreted using a complex statistical analysis 

test. This test is known as analysis of variance, or ANOVA. The specific test chosen was a two-way ANOVA which 

tests two variables simultaneously. The variables tested were laser power and laser proximity. This test will report if 

varying laser power and/or location with respect to laser scan affects the hardness. Also, it will determine if there is 

a relationship between the two variables. An alpha of .05 was used. Below is chart 1, which displays how the data 

was organized for the two way ANOVA analysis: 

 

Table 2: Hardness values 

 

Laser Power Unaffected Indirect Laser
600W 96.5 98.4 94.7

97.2 98.1 97.4

95.6 96.9 96.5

98.1 97.4 97.3

98.2 97.6 98.2

97 97.3 96.6

800W 96.6 97.8 98.3

96.6 98 97.6

96.9 97.7 97.7

97.5 97.7 97.8

97 98 98.4

96.5 96.8 97.9

1000W 94.1 95.5 97.3

96 97.1 96.3

96.1 97.5 96.7

95.1 95.6 96.4

96.7 96.8 96.5

95.6 96.2 95.8

1200W 95.8 96.9 96.1

96.9 97.1 95.1

95.7 96.8 96

97.2 96.4 95.1

96.4 96.3 95.8

96.8 97.2 96.1



 

5.1.1 interpretation of hardness results 

 
From the ANOVA test, the F-ratio of laser power, laser proximity, and interaction all exceeded the critical F-value. 

The values are displayed in table 3 below: 

 

Table 3: Two-Way A.N.O.V.A. results 

 F-critical F-ratio p-value 

Varying laser power 2.76 15.70 1.2x10
-7 

Laser proximity 3.15 5.13 0.009 

Interaction 2.25 2.86 0.016 

 

   From this, it is found that hardness does change with varying laser power. Second, hardness in also contingent 

upon which zone is being studied. Third, there is a relationship between varying hardness and those zones. However, 

the entire range of hardness for all powers and proximity stayed between 95.7 and 98.4 with the parent material 

hardness at 95.3. 

 

5.2 microstructure and optical microscopy: 

 
After all five samples were successfully etched and viewed under a Zeiss Axiovert 25 Microscope and converted 

with the Clemex Vision Program. All sub-samples were viewed in all three of their zones at one-hundred and five-

hundred magnification. Only a set of figures are reported due to space limitations but these explain all the significant 

features this research intended to yield. 

 

6. Results and Discussion: 
 

6.1 microstructure discussion: 

 
From the microstructure and the hardness analysis there is indication of some trend of increasing hardness in the 

laser scanned zones as laser power increases, until a certain limit. This is supported firstly by the microstructure. 

When viewing microstructure one must keep in mind the smaller the grain boundary the harder the material. The 

grain boundaries of the laser scanned zones decrease from 600W to 800W; from 800W to 1000W there is not a 

significant difference seen in the microstructure, from 1000W to 1200W grain boundaries became larger. Figures of 

the boundaries are found in figure 3 below: 

 

             

Figure 3: Microstructure of subsamples at 100x Magnification (600W to 1200W left to right) 

 

6.2 microstructure and hardness correlation: 

 
This is very similar to the hardness results. The average of the laser scanned zones hardness for each sample is as 

follows: 600W - 96.78, 800W - 97.95, 1000W - 96.5, 1200W - 95.7. From this, the same trend of hardness variation 

in laser scanned zone is found with the exception of the relationship from 800W to 1000W. Although the change 

from 800W to 1000W is unknown, it is clear that hardness increases from 600W to 800W and decreases from 

1000W to 1200W. It is believed that once these boundaries are subject to increasing laser power the grain 

boundaries recrystallize and reestablish themselves. It is apparent that once laser power increases to 1200W adverse 



effects of hardness are found. In both tests it is found that hardness decreases. It is believed this is due to the 

dominant laser power actually melting regions where the laser scanned, and re-solidifying the grain in the laser 

scanned zone. A picture of this is shown below in Figure 4 A. Also along the edges of the 1200W sample there are 

regions where it is lightly colored and then darker. These are the limits where the re-solidifying regions spanned. 

This is also shown in Figure 4 B: 

 

        

Figure 4: Microstructure of 1200W sub-sample (A=500x Magnification, B=100x magnification) 

 

   It should also be known that the relation between hardness and microstructure may be different within each zone. 

Recall the interaction variable in Table 3, this explains that there is definitely a relationship between hardness and 

laser proximity. However, it does not explain what that relationship is or how it that may be different between those 

corresponding zones. One pattern that has been discovered is the increase then decrease in hardness in the laser 

scanned zone. This is supported by the microstructure and hardness both.  

 

7. Conclusion: 

 
In this study, the hardness and microstructure of laser beam formed Ti-6Al-4V samples were investigated with 

respect to varying laser power. The resulting analysis of hardness and microstructure suggest an increase in laser 

power increases hardness until a certain point in laser scanned zones. Further research needs to be conducted to fully 

understand the properties attributed with laser beam forming. Additionally, simulation testing including laser beam 

formed Ti-6Al-4V should be experimented i.e. wind tunnel testing to fully adopt this process in aircraft 

manufacturing. An increase in hardness is one desirable property characterized by laser beam forming from this 

study. 
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